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Abstract. Process discovery is probably the most challenging process
mining task. Given an event log, i.e., a set of example traces, it is diﬃcult to automatically construct a process model explaining the behavior
seen in the log. Many process discovery techniques use Petri nets as a
language to describe the discovered model. This implies that the search
space—often referred to as the representational bias—includes many inconsistent models (e.g., models with deadlocks and livelocks). Moreover,
the low-level nature of Petri nets does not help in ﬁnding a proper balance between overﬁtting and underﬁtting. Therefore, we advocate a new
representation more suitable for process discovery: causal nets. Causal
nets are related to the representations used by several process discovery
techniques (e.g., heuristic mining, fuzzy mining, and genetic mining).
However, unlike existing approaches, C-nets use declarative semantics
tailored towards process mining.

1

Challenges in Process Mining

Process mining is an emerging research area combining techniques from process
modeling, model-based analysis, data mining, and machine learning. The goal
is to extract knowledge about processes from event data stored in databases,
transaction logs, message logs, etc. Process mining techniques are commonly
classiﬁed into: (a) discovery, (b) conformance, and (c) enhancement [2]. In this
paper, we restrict ourselves to control-ﬂow discovery, i.e., learning a process
model based on example traces.
A trace is a sequence of events for a particular process instance (also referred
to as case). Events refer to some activity. For example, the trace a, b, c, d refers
to a process execution starting with activity a and ending with activity d. An
event log is a multiset of traces, e.g., L = {a, b, c, d25 , a, c, b, d35 , a, e, d30 }
describes the execution sequences of 90 cases. There are dozens of process discovery techniques that are able to construct a process model from such an
event log. Many of these techniques use Petri nets as a target representation
[4,5,7,12,19,22,23]. Given event log L, these techniques have no problems discovering the Petri net in which, after a, there is a choice between doing b and
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c concurrently or just e, followed by d. Note that this example is misleadingly
simple as process discovery based on real-life event logs is extremely challenging.
Generally, we use four main quality dimensions for judging the quality of
the discovered process model: ﬁtness (the model should allow for the behavior
observed), simplicity (the model should be as simple as possible), precision (the
model should not allow for behavior that is very unlikely given the event log),
and generalization (the model should not just represent the observed examples
and also allow for behavior not yet observed but very similar to earlier behavior).
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Fig. 1. Illustrating typical problems encountered when discovering process models from
event logs: (c) a non-ﬁtting model, (d) an overﬁtting model (poor generalization), and
(e) an underﬁtting model (poor precision)

The simplicity dimension refers to Occam’s Razor ; the simplest model that
can explain the behavior seen in the log, is the best model. Figure 1 explains
some of the main challenges related to the other three quality dimensions. Each
black dot represents a trace (i.e., a sequence of activities) corresponding to one
or more cases in the event log. (Recall that multiple cases may have the same
corresponding trace.) An event log typically contains only a fraction of the possible behavior, i.e., the dots should only be seen as samples of a much larger set
of possible behaviors. Moreover, one is typically primarily interested in frequent
behavior and not in all possible behavior, i.e., one wants to abstract from noise
(i.e., infrequent or exceptional behavior) and therefore not all dots need to be
relevant for the process model to be constructed.
It is interesting to analyze such noisy behaviors. However, when constructing
the overall process model, the inclusion of infrequent or exceptional behavior
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leads to complex diagrams. Moreover, it is typically impossible to make reliable
statements about noisy behavior given a relatively small set of observations. Figure 1(a) distinguishes between frequent behavior (solid rectangle with rounded
corners) and all behavior (dashed rectangle), i.e., normal and noisy behavior.
The diﬀerence between normal and noisy behavior is a matter of deﬁnition, e.g.,
normal behavior could be deﬁned as the 80% most frequently occurring traces.
Let us assume that the two rectangles with rounded corners can be determined by observing the process inﬁnitely long while the process is in steadystate (i.e., no concept drift [9]). Based on these assumptions, Fig. 1 sketches
four discovered models depicted by shaded rectangles. These discovered models
are based on the example traces in the log, i.e., the black dots. The “ideal process
model” (Fig. 1(b)) allows for the behavior coinciding with the frequent behavior
seen when the process would be observed ad inﬁnitum. The “non-ﬁtting model”
in Fig. 1(c) is unable to characterize the process well as it is not even able to
capture the examples in the event log used to learn the model. The “overﬁtting model” (Fig. 1d)) does not generalize and only says something about the
examples in the current event log. New examples will most likely not ﬁt into
this model. The “underﬁtting model” (Fig. 1(e)) lacks precision and allows for
behavior that would never be seen if the process would be observed ad inﬁnitum.
Figure 1 illustrates the challenges that process discovery techniques need to
address: How to extract a simple target model that is not underﬁtting, overﬁtting,
nor non-ﬁtting?

2

Petri nets as a Representational Bias for Process
Mining

One can think of process mining as a search problem with a search space deﬁned
by the class of process models considered, i.e., the goal is to ﬁnd a “best” process
model in the collection of all permissible models. The observation that the target
language deﬁnes the search space is often referred to as the representational bias.
Many process discovery techniques use Petri nets as a representational bias
[4,5,7,12,19,22,23]. Examples of such techniques are the α-algorithm and its variants [5,22], state-based region techniques [4,19], and language-based region techniques [7,23]. Some of these techniques allow for labeled transitions, i.e., there
may be invisible/silent steps (τ transitions not leaving a mark in the event log)
or multiple transitions with the same label. However, all of the models have a
clearly deﬁned initial marking and one or more ﬁnal markings. In fact, most
techniques aim at discovering a so-called workﬂow net (WF-net) [1]. A WF-net
has one source place (modeling the start of the process) and one sink place (modeling the end), and all nodes are on a path from source to sink. Ideally, such a
discovered WF-net is sound. Soundness is a common correctness criterion for
WF-nets requiring that from any reachable marking it is possible to reach the
ﬁnal marking (weak termination) and there are no dead transitions (i.e., there
are no activities that can never happen).
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In the remainder, we assume that the goal is to discover sound WF-nets from
event logs. The particular soundness notion used is not very relevant. Moreover,
the syntactical requirements imposed on WF-nets may be relaxed. However, a
basic assumption of any process discovery algorithm is that all traces in the
event log start in some initial state and ideally end in a well-deﬁned end state.
Petri nets allow for a wide variety of analysis techniques and provide a simple,
yet powerful, graphical representation. This is the reason why they were chosen
as a target language for dozens of process discovery techniques described in
literature [4,5,7,12,19,22,23]. Nevertheless, in this paper, we pose the question
“Are Petri nets a suitable representational bias for process discovery?”.
In our view, there are several problems associated to using Petri nets as a
representational bias.
– The search space is too large (including mostly “incorrect” models). When
randomly generating a Petri net, the model is most likely not sound. The
fraction of sound process models is small. As a result, most of the process discovery techniques tend to create incorrect process models. For example, the
α-algorithm can generate models that have deadlocks and livelocks. Regionbased techniques may also suﬀer from such problems; they can replay the
event log but also exhibit deadlocks and livelocks.
– Petri nets cannot capture important process patterns in a direct manner.
Process modeling languages used by end-users tend to support higher-level
constructs, often referred to as workﬂow patterns [3]. Examples are the ORsplit (Multi-Choice pattern) and OR-join (Synchronizing Merge pattern).
Many of these patterns can be expressed in terms of Petri nets, i.e., the
higher-level construct is mapped onto a small network. This is no problem
for model-based analysis (e.g., veriﬁcation). However, the discovered process
model needs to be interpreted by the end-user. Whereas it is relatively easy
to translate higher-level constructs to Petri nets, it is diﬃcult to translate
lower-level constructs to languages such as BPMN, EPCs, UML, YAWL, etc.
– It is diﬃcult to “invent” modeling elements. If all transitions need to have
a unique visible label, then the only task of a process discovery algorithm is
to “invent” places. If two transitions can have the same visible label, then
the process discovery algorithm may also need to duplicate transitions. If
transitions can be silent, e.g., to skip an activity, then the process discovery algorithm needs to “invent” such silent transitions (if needed). Places,
duplicate transitions, and silent transitions cannot be coupled directly to
observations in the event log. The fact that such modeling elements need to
be “invented” makes the search space larger (often inﬁnite) and the relation
between event log and model more indirect.
– The representational bias does not help in ﬁnding a proper balance between
overﬁtting and underﬁtting. Because of the low-level nature of Petri nets,
there are no natural patterns to support generalization. Algorithms tend to
overﬁt or underﬁt the event log. One of the reasons is that the representational bias does not help in guiding the discovery algorithm towards a
desirable model. Note that some of the more advanced region-based algo-
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rithms allow for the formulation of additional constraints (e.g., the target
model should be free-choice and the number of input and output arcs per
node is bounded) [23].
Note that the above problems are not speciﬁc for Petri nets. Most of the current representations suﬀer from a subset of these problems. Consider for example
BPMN; the fraction of sound BPMN models is small and the mining algorithm
needs to “invent” process fragments consisting of gateways and events to capture
behavior adequately. However, compared to Petri nets, BPMN can capture more
patterns directly.

3

Towards a Better Representational Bias: Causal Nets

The goal of this paper is not to provide a solution for all of the problems induced by using Petri nets as a representational bias for process mining. Instead,
we would like to discuss potential notations that provide a more suitable representational bias. We do not propose new discovery techniques. Instead, we note
that most of the existing process discovery techniques can be modiﬁed to support
a more reﬁned representational bias.
To trigger this discussion, we advocate a new representation more suitable
for process discovery: causal nets (C-nets) [2]. On the one hand, C-nets are
related to the representations used by several process discovery techniques (e.g.,
heuristic mining [17,21], fuzzy mining [17], and genetic mining [18]). Moreover,
in [6] a similar representation is used for conformance checking. On the other
hand, C-nets use declarative semantics not based on a local ﬁring rule. This way
a larger fraction of models (if not all) is considered to be correct.
A C-net is a graph where nodes represent activities and arcs represent causal
dependencies. Each activity has a set of possible input bindings and a set of
possible output bindings. Consider, for example, the causal net shown in Fig. 2.
Activity a has only an empty input binding as this is the start activity. There
are two possible output bindings: {b, d} and {c, d}. This means that a is followed
by either b and d, or c and d. Activity e has two possible input bindings ({b, d}
and {c, d}) and three possible output bindings ({g}, {h}, and {f }). Hence, e
is preceded by either b and d, or c and d, and is succeeded by just g, h or f .
Activity z is the end activity having two input bindings and one output binding
(the empty binding). This activity has been added to create a unique end point.
All executions commence with start activity a and ﬁnish with end activity z.
Note that unlike, Petri nets, there are no places in the causal net; the routing
logic is solely represented by the possible input and output bindings.
Deﬁnition 1 (Causal net [2]). A Causal net (C-net) is a tuple C = (A, ai , ao ,
D, I, O) where:
– A is a ﬁnite set of activities;
– ai ∈ A is the start activity;
– ao ∈ A is the end activity;
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Fig. 2. Example of a C-net and some of the typical input and output bindings present
in conventional business process modeling languages [2]

–
–
–
–

D ⊆ A × A is the dependency relation,
AS = {X ⊆ P(A) | X = {∅} ∨ ∅ ∈ X};1
I ∈ A → AS deﬁnes the set of possible input bindings per activity; and
O ∈ A → AS deﬁnes the set of possible output bindings per activity,

such that
–
–
–
–
–


D = {(a1 , a2 ) ∈ A × A | a1 ∈ as∈I(a2 ) as};

D = {(a1 , a2 ) ∈ A × A | a2 ∈ as∈O(a1 ) as};
{ai } = {a ∈ A | I(a) = {∅}};
{ao } = {a ∈ A | O(a) = {∅}}; and
all activities in the graph (A, D) are on a path from ai to ao .

An activity binding is a tuple (a, as I , as O ) denoting the occurrence of activity
a with input binding as I and output binding as O . For example, (e, {b, d}, {f })
denotes the occurrence of activity e in Fig. 2 while being preceded by b and
d, and succeeded by f . A binding sequence σ is a sequence of activity bindings. A possible binding sequence for the C-net of Fig. 2 is σex = (a, ∅, {b, d}),
(b, {a}, {e}), (d, {a}, {e}), (e, {b, d}, {g}), (g, {e}, {z}), (z, {g}, ∅).
1

P(A) = {A | A ⊆ A} is the powerset of A. Hence, elements of AS are sets of sets
of activities.
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A binding sequence is valid if a predecessor activity and successor activity
always “agree” on their bindings. For a predecessor activity x and successor
activity y we need to see the following “pattern”: . . . , (x, {. . .}, {y, . . .}), . . . ,
(y, {x, . . .}, {. . . }), . . ., i.e., the occurrence of activity x with y in its output
binding needs to be followed by the occurrence of activity y and the occurrence
of activity y with x in its input binding needs to be preceded by the occurrence
of activity x. σex is an example of a valid sequence.
For technical details regarding these notions we refer to [2]. It is important
to note that the behavior of C-nets is limited to valid binding sequences. C-nets
are not driven by local ﬁring rules (like a Petri net), but by the more declarative
notion of valid binding sequences in which activities always “agree” on their
bindings.
It can be shown that C-nets are more expressive than Petri nets. For any
sound WF-net one can construct a C-net such that any full ﬁring sequence of the
WF-net corresponds to a valid binding sequence of the C-net and vice versa. Note
that at ﬁrst sight, C-nets seem to be related to zero-safe nets [10]. The places
in a zero-safe net are partitioned into stable places and zero places. Observable
markings only mark stable places, i.e., zero places need to be empty. In-between
observable markings zero places may be temporarily marked. In [15] an approach
is described to synthesize zero-safe nets. However, zero places cannot be seen as
bindings because the “agreement” between two activities may be non-local, i.e.,
an output binding may create the obligation to execute an activity occurring
much later in the process.
For process discovery, the representational bias provided by C-nets is more
suitable than the representational bias provided by Petri nets.
– Since the behavior of C-nets is limited to valid binding sequences, any C-net
is in principle correct. Therefore, we do not need to consider a search space
in which most models are internally inconsistent (deadlocks, etc.)
– C-nets can capture important process patterns in a direct manner. For example, OR-splits (Multi-Choice pattern) and OR-joins (Synchronizing Merge
pattern) can be modeled directly. Moreover, there is no need to introduce
silent transitions or multiple transitions with the same label to discover a
suitable model for event logs such as L = [a, b, c20 , a, c30 ]. C-nets are
closely connected to languages such as BPMN, EPCs, UML, YAWL, etc.
However, the interpretation is diﬀerent as we only consider valid binding
sequences. Models may be “cleaned up” as a post optimization.
– There is no need to “invent” modeling elements such as places and silent
transitions. We only need to ﬁnd the set of possible input and output bindings per activity. Note that input and output bindings have a more direct
connection to the event log than routing elements encountered in conventional languages such as Petri nets (places and silent/duplicate transitions),
BPMN (gateways, events, etc.), and EPCs (connectors and events).
– The representational bias of C-nets is tailored towards ﬁnding a proper balance between overﬁtting and underﬁtting. It is easy to deﬁne the types of
input and output bindings that are preferred, e.g., an AND-split or XOR-
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split is preferred over an OR-split. For example, it is possible to associate
thresholds to extending the set possible bindings.

4

Conclusion

This short paper does not aim to provide a new process discovery algorithm.
Instead, its purpose is to trigger a discussion on the representational bias used
by existing process mining algorithms. We showed that Petri nets are less suitable
as a target language. We introduced C-nets as an alternative representational
bias. C-nets are able to express behavioral patterns in a more direct manner.
Moreover, by limiting the behavior of C-nets to valid binding sequences, we
obtain a more suitable search space. We believe that our formalization sheds
new light on the representations used in [6,17,18,20,21].
It is interesting to investigate how classical region theory [8,11,13,14,16] can
be applied to the synthesis of C-nets. For example, it seems possible to adapt
region-based mining approaches as described in [23] to C-nets. However, the
straightforward encoding of the synthesis problem into an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem makes discovery intractable for realistic examples.
Moreover, existing region-based mining techniques have problems dealing with
noise and incompleteness. As a result, the discovered models typically do not
provide a good balance between overﬁtting and underﬁtting.
C-nets are very suitable for genetic process mining [18]. It is also possible
to use a mixture of heuristic mining [20,21] and genetic mining [18]. For example, one can ﬁrst discover the dependency relation D using heuristics and then
optimize the input bindings I and output bindings O using genetic algorithms.
Genetic operators such as crossover and mutation can be deﬁned on C-nets in
a straightforward manner. The ﬁtness function can be based on replay, e.g., the
fraction of events and process instances in the log that ﬁt into the model. Here
we suggest using the technique described in [6]. Moreover, we also suggest to
incorporate the complexity of the model in the ﬁtness function.
Currently, ProM already provides basic support for C-nets (ProM 6 can be
downloaded from www.processmining.org). In the future, we aim to add more
plug-ins working directly on C-nets.
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